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Background of the invention
This invention relates to a machine for reducing
sheets of wood pulp to discrete fibers. Wads of
such fibers are pleasingly white and are used, for
example, as an adsorbent material in disposable
diapers, sanitary napkins and the like.
Until recently, webs 'or sheets of dry soft pulp
were used almost exclusively to make fibers. Use
of hard pulp is now becoming more common. A
disk type fiberizer apparatus, such as the one
described in US-A-3,538,551, particulated or
fiberized soft wood pulp efficiently and with a
satisfactory degree of fineness. This fiberizer has
a multiplicity of pointed pins extending axially
from one face of a disk that is rotated at high
speed. The sheets of wood pulp are fed through a
slot in the disk housing and into the pointed
rotating pins which break off fragments of the
pulp sheet and reduce them to fibrous particles as
they are being centrifuged radially outwardly
from the center of the disk. It has been discovered
that this type of fiberizer, although very satisfactory for processing soft pulp, has its pointed pins
worn away at a higher than acceptable rate when
hard pulp is being processed. However, it had the
desirable property of separating the fibers from
the soft pulp sheet stock with a minimum of
damage to the fibers, that is, it preserved the fiber
filaments in relatively long lengths which is desirable when the fiber is destined to be used in an
absorbent batting. It has been found that a different approach must be taken to achieve the desirable properties when the feed stock is hard pulp.
Summary of the invention
An object of the invention is to provide a
fiberizer apparatus that is distinguished by its
ability to fiberize hard wood pulp without having
to be taken out of service for maintenance at
frequent intervals.
Another object of the invention is to provide a
fiberizer that divides hard wood pulp into long
discrete filaments or fibers while at the same time
produces a minimum of short fibers or dust in the
batting product.
Still another object is to provide a fiberizer that
has elements in a single housing for chipping
fiber particles from the end of a pulp sheet,
reducing the particles at one stage subsequent to
their being segregated from the sheet and then
further milling the particles to reduce them to
discrete fibers whereupon they are centrifuged
through a screen for further reducing their compactness.
According to the present invention there is
provided a wood pulp fiberizer including:
a housing comprising a generally circular wall
and front and rear walls, respectively, enclosing
opposite sides of the circular wall, the front wall
having a slot for feeding a sheet of wood pulp into
the housing axially of the circular wall,
rotatable shaft means extending axially into
said housing and a disk mounted to said shaft

means for rotation in said housing with one side
of the disk facing the front wall and the other side
facing the rear wall,
a multiplicity of cutter prongs projecting axially
from said one face of the rotatable disk toward the
front wall of the housing,
stationary cutter blades arranged above and
below said slot inside of said housing, said blades
extending axially to proximity with but in noncontacting relation to said cutter prongs, said cutter
prongs cooperating with said blades to particulate a pulp sheet feed through said slot,
characterised by a plurality of hammer members extending radially from the periphery of the
disk for orbiting with the disk,
a breaker segment arranged along at least a
part of the orbital path of the hammer members,
said segment having teeth projecting toward the
path of the hammers for cooperating therewith to
further break the particles into fibers, and
screen means arranged along the orbital path
of said hammer members and through which
fibers are propelled by said hammer members for
being withdrawn from the outside of the screen.
An embodiment of a fiberizer according to the
invention will now be described by way of
example with reference to the accompanying
drawings, in w h i c h : Figure 1 is a front elevation view of the fiberizer
with a portion of the front wall of its housing
broken away to show the interior thereof;
Figure 2 is a section taken on the irregular line
corresponding with 2-2 in Figure 1;
Figure 3 is an axial view of a disk that carries
cutting and milling members and rotates in the
housing of the fiberizer, said disk being shown
isolated from the assembled fiberizer of Figures 1
and 2;
Figure 4 is a side view of the disk in Figure 3
with a part broken away and sectioned;
Figure 5 is an enlarged view of a section taken
on a line corresponding with 5-5 in Figure 1; and
Figure 6 is a rear view of a portion of a pair of
stationary cutter blades which are shown in profile in Figures 2 and 5.
Description of a preferred embodiment
Referring to Figures 1 and 2, the fiberizer
includes a housing comprised of a generally
circular wall 10 that has a channel shaped crosssection and is closed on its sides by means of a
front wall 11 and a rear wall 12. In Figure 1, one
may see that from a point where the lead line
from the reference numeral 13 is applied to a
clockwise location where the lead line from the
numeral 14 is applied the radius of outer wall 10
of the housing increases so it has an involute
shape. Also, from the lead line of numeral 15
clockwise to approximately the lead line from
numeral 16, the radius of outer wall 10 of the
housing decreases so it has an involute shape. In
the left region of Figure 1, one may see that the
housing has an output port 17 from which the
fibers are evacuated or discharged.
As can be seen best in Figure 2, the front wall 11

of the housing is provided with a slot 18 for
feeding a sheet or web or dry hard pulp into the
housing for processing. Figure 1 shows that the
slot 18 is a chord of the generaly circular housing
and that the chord is radially displaced from the
center of the housing. Figure 2 shows some
schematically represented guide plates 19 between which there is a gap 20 through which the
sheet of hard wood pulp is fed through the slot
into the housing along a plane coincident with
that of the arrow 21. A pair of driven friction
rollers 22 and 23 are used for pushing the pulp
sheet through the slot into the housing. Roller 23
has a pinion 24 on its shaft which engages
another pinion 25 on the shaft of roller 22. The
shaft of roller 24 has a sprocket 26 on it for being
driven with a chain 26' which is shown fragmentarily. In an actual embodiment, a pneumatic
cylinder, not shown, is provided for pressing
upper roller 22 down yieldingly to create the
necessary force for driving pulp sheets of various
thicknesses through the slot 18.
As shown in Figure 2, a shaft 30 extends
through an air intake opening 31 in the rear wall
12 of the housing. One of the bearing blocks 32, in
which shaft 30 is journalled, is shown as being
mounted on a base member 33. There are actually
two bearing blocks but one has been omitted
from the drawing. A screw 30' in wall 11 acts as a
safety stop which precludes shaft 30 from ever
shifting so much that rotating and stationary parts
would collide. The shaft has a v-pulley 34 on it to
facilitate driving it rotationally with belts 35. As
can be seen particularly well in Figure 2, the shaft
has a hub 36 fastened to it and a rotor or disk
assembly 37 is fastened to the hub for the disk to
rotate in a plane that parallels the front 11 and
rear 12 waits of the housing. A circular brake plate
27 is fastened to a shaft 30 and it rotates between
brake linings 28 and 29 which are forced toward
each other to create friction on the plate for
decelerating the high speed disk 37 to a stop
when driving power is removed from pulley 34.
The disk or rotor 37 is shown in isolation from the
hub 36 and in more detail in Figures 3 and 4
although it is partly visible in Figures 1 and 5 as
well.
As can be seen in Figure 3, the disk 37 is
provided with holes 38, arranged in a circle, for
permitting it to be fastened to the hub 36 with
machine screws, not shown. The disk has a
plurality of equiangularly spaced radially extending bars 39 fastened to the face 40 of the disk that
is presented toward front wall 11 of the housing.
Each of the bars 39 are secured to the front face 40
of the disk with several cap screws 41. Because
the bars are subjected to high centrifugal force, it
is desirable to further secure them with keys, such
as the one marked 42 which engages complementarily in keyways in the bars and the disk.
In the illustrative embodiment, bars 39 have a
row of axially extending cutter prongs 43 formed
on them. The prongs desirably have a square
cross section and flat exposed ends. The bars,
and, hence, the prongs are made of hardened

steel or other especially hard metal. As can be
seen, the prongs in each bar constitute a radially
extending row of prongs 43. Since the bar and
prongs rise above the face of the disk, they serve
as vanes for centrifuging particles of pulp, that are
broken away from the end of the sheet by the
prongs, radially outwardly beyond the periphery
of the disk which is a desirable characteristic for
enhancing the fiber communiting process.
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that
axially extending prongs comparable to the
prongs 43 might be anchored by other means to
the disk instead of being integral with bars 39. In
any case, it would be desirable to distribute the
prongs over the face of the disk in-radially offset
rows to achieve centrifuging action. Also, as in
the preferred embodiment illustrated herein, the
prongs in a radial row should have some space
between them.
As shown in Figure 4, the heads of the cap
screws 41 that secure the cutter prong bars to the
disk are exposed on the rear of the disk. In an
actual embodiment, the heads of the cap screws
are provided with a diametral hole, not visible,
and a wire, not shown, is fed through all of the
holes to limit the amount by which the cap screws
could turn out if they should become loosened
during use of the apparatus.
A plurality of hammer members 45 are
anchored equiangularly about the periphery of
the disk 37. The hammer members, as shown in
Figure 3, have dovetail bases 46 which fit into
complementarily shaped slots in the periphery of
disk 37 to assure that the hammer members will
not be centrifuged out at the high rotational speed
of the disk. The hammer members are secured
against axial withdrawal from the dovetail slots
by screws which pass through holes marked 47 in
Figure 4. The breaker hammers orbit at high
peripheral velocity with disk 37 and about its
center.
As can be seen in Figure 5 especially well and in
Figure 2, the cutter prongs 43 on bars 39 project
towards the end of the pulp sheet 21 that is being
fed through slot 18 into the fiberizer. A pair of barlike cutter blades 50 and 51 are held by screws to
the front wall 11 of the housing. The cutter bars or
blades 50 have teeth or serrations 52 on their
faces that are presented toward the prongs 43 on
the rotating cutter bars. There is a small gap 53
allowed to remain between the tips of the serrations 52 on the stationary cutter blades and the
ends of the prongs 43 on the rotating cutter bars
so there is no contact between the stationary
serrations and rotating prongs. The stationary
cutter blades 50 and 51 extend chordally above
and below the chordally extending pulp sheet
infeed slot 18. The rotating prongs and stationary
serrated blades coact to reduce fragments of pulp
that are broken from the end of the pulp sheet.
As shown in Figure 1, a breaker segment 55
having a circumferential array of teeth or serrations 56 is fastened in the top of the generally
circular housing wall 10. The breaker segment 55
extends substantially from the location marked 15

in the rotational direction of the disk clockwise in
Figure 1 to the approximate location marked 16.
The breaker segment 55 extends over an arc of
about 90° in this design. The breaker segment has
a width substantially equal to the distance between the front and rear walls 11 and 12 of the
housing. The toothed breaker segment 55 has an
involute shape corresponding to that of the housing. In one region 57 there is a substantial radial
distance between the faces of the hammer members 45 and the teeth or serrations in the breaker
segment 55. Because of the involute shape, the
hammers 45 get closer and closer to the serrations of the breaker segment in the direction of
rotation of the disk but the hammers never contact the breaker teeth as is evident from inspection of Figure 1.
A metal band 60 constituting a screen is
arranged in the fiberizer housing substantially
concentric to rotating disk 37. As cah be seen best
in Figure 2, the screen has a plurality of holes 61
through which the segregated fibers are projected
by the centrifugal force of the components on disk
37 and under the influence of the fanning effect
they create. The screen band has sufficient width
to extend from the front wall 11 to the rear wall 12
of the fiberizer housing. The screen has several
metal tubes 62 welded to it. As shown in Figure 2,
bolts 63 extend through the metal tubes for
anchoring the screen. In an actual embodiment,
by way of example and not limitation, screen
holes 61 have a diameter of 3/8 of an inch. In the
illustrated embodiment, screen 60 subtends an
arc of about 180°. In Figure 1, one of the curved
ends 64 of the screen is in contact with the inside
of outer wall 10 of the housing. As indicated
earlier, housing 10 starts to take on an involute
shape where the lead line for the reference
numeral 13 is applied and this involute shape
terminates where the lead line for reference
numeral 14 is applied. This develops between
screen 60 and housing wall 10 a region 65 having
an increasingly large radial dimension that is in
reality a fluff conducting channel that leads to exit
port 17 through which the fluffed fibers are
withdrawn. Screen 60 is effective to cause
breakup of any agglomerates of fibers that pass
through its holes. Thus, the fiber fluff comes out
of the fiberizer in a highly homogeneous state
insofar as its density is concerned. It should be
noted that screen 60 extends from its starting
point 64 in the clockwise direction in Figure 1 to
its other curved end 66 which abuts one end of
the toothed breaker segment 55.
In operation, a sheet of hard wood pulp is
driven through slot 18 under the influence of
rollers 22 and 23. The end of the pulp sheet
encounters the rotating staggered and axially
extending cutter prongs which break fragments of
the pulp from the end of the sheet. The fragments
are further divided by the coaction of the rapidly
moving prongs and the stationary serrated cutter
blades 50 and 51. The material is centrifuged
radially outwardly for being further broken down
by the interaction of the rotating hammers 45 and

stationary breaker segment 55 which is in the
nature of a milling action. The now finely divided
fibers are carried around and projected through
screen 60 into involute channel 65 where the
fluffy material becomes more influenced by the
suction provided at discharge port 17. The fluffy
material is then conducted, by means, not shown,
to a dispenser, not shown, which deposits
measured quantities of the material on a continuous backing sheet that is used to form diapers
by methods well known in the art.
Although a preferred embodiment of the invention has been described in detail, such description
is intended to be illustrative rather than limiting,
for the invention may be variously modified and
is to be limited only by interpretation of the claims
which follow.

1. A wood pulp fiberizer including;
a housing comprising a generally circular wall
(10) and front (11) and rear (12) walls, respectively, enclosing opposite sides of the circular
wall, the front wall having a slot (18) for feeding a
sheet (21) of wood pulp into the housing axially of
the circular wall,
rotatable shaft means (30) extending axially
into said housing and a disk (37) mounted to said
shaft means for rotation in said housing with one
side of the disk facing the front wall (11) and the
other side facing the rear wall (12),
a multiplicity of cutter prongs (43) projecting
axially from said one face of the rotatable disk
toward the front wall of the housing,
stationary cutter blades (50, 51) arranged above
and below said slot (18) inside of said housing,
said blades extending axially to proximity with
but in noncontacting relation to said cutter
prongs, said cutter prongs cooperating with said
blades to particulate a pulp sheet feed through
said slot,
characterised by a plurality of hammer members (45) extending radially from the periphery of
the disk for orbiting with the disk,
a breaker segment (55) arranged along at least
a part of the orbital path of the hammer members,
said segment having teeth (56) projecting toward
the path of the hammers for cooperating therewith to further break the particles into fibers, and
screen means (60) arranged along the orbital
path of said hammer members and through
which fibers are propelled by said hammer members for being withdrawn from the outside of the
screen.
2. A fiberizer according to Claim 1 including
radially extending bars (39) mounted in equiangular spaced relationship on said one face of the
disk, said cutter prongs being formed integrally
with said bars.
3. A fiberizer according to Claim 2 wherein the
cutter prongs (43) on a bar (39) are radially spaced
from each other.
4. A fiberizer according to any of Claims 1, o r 3
wherein said cutter prongs (43) are arranged in

radially extending rows and the rows are
arranged equiangularly on said one face of the
disk.
5. A fiberizer according to any one of Claims 1, 2
or 3 wherein said cutter prongs (43) are square in
cross section and are flat on their ends that face
axially away from the disk.
6. A fiberizer according to Claim 1 wherein said
generally circular housing wall (10) has an involute portion (13-14), said screen (60) is circular
and is concentric with the orbital path of the
hammer members (45) such that the radial space
between the screen and said housing wall (10)
continually increases in the direction of disk
rotation and said space terminates where it is
largest near a discharge port (17) for the fibers
that is provided in said wall.
7. A fiberizer according to Claim 1 wherein the
teeth (56) on said breaker segment follow a
nominally involute line adjacent said orbital path
of the hammer members such that the distance
between said hammer members and teeth decreases in the rotational direction of the disk.

1. Vorrichtung zum Defibrieren von Zellstoff,
enthaltend:
ein Gehäuse mit einer etwa kreisförmigen
Wand (10) und Front- und Rückwänden (11, 12),
die jeweils gegenüberliegende Seiten der kreisförmigen Wand einschließen, wobei die Frontwand einen Schlitz (18) zum Einführen einer
Zellstofftafel (21) in das Gehäuse axial bezüglich
der kreisförmigen Wand aufweist,
sich axial in das Gehäuse erstreckende drehbare Welleneinrichtung (30) und eine an den Welleneinrichtungen zur Drehung in dem Gehäuse befestigte Scheibe (37), wobei eine Seite der Scheibe
der Frontwand und die andere Seite der Rückwand (12) gegenüberliegt,
eine Vielzahl von axial von der einen Fläche der
drehbaren Scheibe in Richtung auf die Frontwand
des Gehäuses vorspringenden Schneidzacken
(43),
oberhalb und unterhalb des Schlitzes (18) innerhalb des Gehäuses angeordnete stationäre
Schneidklingen (50, 51), die sich axial bis in die
Nähe der Schneidzacken erstrecken, diese jedoch
nicht berühren, wobei die Schneidzacken mit den
Klingen zum Zerkleinern einer durch den Schlitz
zugeführten Zellstofftafel zusammenwirken,
gekennzeichnet, durch eine Vielzahl von sich
radial von dem Umfang der Scheibe zum Umlauf
mit der Scheibe erstreckende Hammerelementen
(45),
ein längs mindestens eines Teiles des Umfangsweges der Hammerelemente angeordnetes
Brechersegment (55), das in Richtung auf den
Weg der Hämmer vorspringende Zähne (56) zum
Zusammenwirken mit diesen zum weiteren Zerbrechen der Partikel in Fasern aufweist, und
längs des Umfangsweges der Hammerelemente angeordnete Siebmittel (60), durch die Fasern
von den Hammerelemente hindurchgedrängt

werden, um von der Außenseite des Siebes entfernt zu werden.
2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, enthaltend
radial verlaufende Stangen (39), die in gleichmäßigem Winkelabstand auf der einen Seite der
Scheibe angeordnet sind, wobei die Schneidzakken einstückig mit den Stangen gebildet sind.
3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, worin die
Schneidzacken (43) an einer Stange (39) radial
voneinander beabstandet sind.
4. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1, 2
oder 3, worin die Schneidzacken (43) in radial
verlaufenden Reihen angeordnet und die Reihem
mit gleichmäßigem Winkelabstand auf der einen
Fläche der Scheibe angeordnet sind.
5. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1, 2
oder 3, worin die Schneidzacken (43) quadratisch
im Querschnitt und flach an ihren von der Scheibe
axial weggerichteten Enden sind.
6. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, worin die etwa
kreisförmige Gehäusewand (10) einen involuten
Abschnitt (13-14) aufweist, das Sieb (60) kreisförmig und zu dem Umfangsweg der Hammerelemente (45) konzentrisch ist, so daß der radiale
Abstand zwischen dem Sieb und der Gehäusewand (10) in der Richtung der Scheibenrotation
kontinuierlich zunimmt und der Raum an seiner
breitesten Stelle im Bereich einer Entladeöffnung
(17) für die Fasern endet, die in der Wand vorgesehen ist.
7. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, worin die
Zähne (56) an dem Brechersegment eine nominell
involuten Linie benachbart zu dem Umfangsweg
der Hammerelemente folgen, so daß der Abstand
zwischen den Hammerelementen und den Zähnen in der Drehrichtung der Scheibe abnimmt.

1. Appareil pour défibrer de la pulp de bois qui
comprend:
- une enveloppe comportant une paroi généralement circulaire (10) et des parois frontale (11)
et postérieure (12), respectivement, fermant les
côtés opposés de la paroi circulaire, la paroi
frontale étant munie d'une fente (18) pour
l'amenée d'une feuille (21) de pulpe de bois
dans l'enveloppe, axialement à la paroi circulaire;
- un système d'arbre rotatif (30) s'étendant axialement dans ladite enveloppe et un disque (37)
monté à rotation sur ledit système d'arbre,
dans ladite enveloppe, un côté du disque faisant face à la paroi frontale (11) et l'autre côté
faisant face à la paroi postérieure (12);
- une multiplicité de griffes coupantes (43) faisant saillie axialement à partir d'une face du
disque rotatif vers la paroi frontale de l'enveloppe;
- des lames de coupe fixes (50, 51) disposées au
dessus et en dessous de ladite fente (18), à
l'intérieur de ladite enveloppe, lesdites lames
s'étendant axialement à proximité, sans venir à
leur contact, desdites griffes coupantes, ces

griffes coupantes coopérant avec lesdites
lames pour réduire en particules une feuille de
pulpe délivrée au travers de ladite fente;
caractérisé en ce qu'il comporte une pluralité
d'éléments de marteau (45) s'étendant radialement depuis la périphérie du disque pour tourner
en orbite avec le disque, un segment de rupture
(55) disposé le long d'une partie au moins de la
trajectoire orbitale des éléments de marteau, ce
segment étant muni de dents (56) faisant saillie
vers la trajectoire des marteaux afin de coopérer
avec ceux-ci pour rompre les particules en fibres
et des moyens de filtration (60), disposés le long
de la trajectoire orbitale desdits éléments de
marteau et au travers desquels les fibres sont
propulsées par lesdits éléments de marteau pour
être extraites à partir de l'extérieur du filtre.
2. Appareil pour défibrer selon la revendication
1, comprenant des barres s'étendant radialement
(39) montées selon un espacement equi-angulaire
sur ladite face du disque, lesdites griffes coupantes formant partie intégrante avec lesdites
barres.
3. Appareil pour défibrer selon la revendication
2 dans lequel les griffes coupantes (43) d'une
barre (39) sont radialement espacés les unes des
autres. 4. Appareil pour défibrer selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1, 2 ou 3 dans lequel les

griffes coupantes (43) sont disposées en rangées
s'étendant radialement et les rangées sont disposées equi-angulairement sur ladite face du
disque.
5. Appareil pour défibrer selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1, 2 ou 3 dans lequel les
griffes coupantes (43) ont une section droite
carrée et leurs extrémités qui font face axialement
au delà du disque sont plates.
6. Appareil selon la revendication 1 dans lequel
ladite paroi de l'enveloppe de forme généralement circulaire (10) possède une portion en developpante de cercle (13, 14), ledit filtre (60) est
circulaire et il est concentrique à la trajectoire
orbitale des éléments de marteau (45) de manière
que l'espace radial entre le filtre et ladite paroi
d'enveloppe (10) augmente de façon continue
dans le sens de la rotation du disque et que ledit
espace se termine à l'endroit où il est le plus
large, près d'une ouverture d'évacuation (17) des
fibres, prévue dans ladite paroi.
7. Appareil pour défibrer selon la revendication
1 dans lequel les dents (56) du segment de
rupture suivent une ligne en développante de
cercle, adjacent à ladite trajectoire orbitale, desdites éléments de marteau de manière que la
distance entre lesdits éléments de marteau et les
dents décroisse dans le sens de la rotation du
disque.

